


Quest Game Levels

Students must play in pairs



1. Click on a building to 
start a game!

2. Quest Games start on Level I, click 
and scroll down

3. Then Press play on the goal



Quests

One of you will be the 
Hacker

The other one will be the 
Agent

The game chooses randomly 
who gets to be Hacker or 
Agent

The Hacker has the 
information

The Agent chooses  the 
action

Teacher can hear what you 
say!



http://drive.google.com/file/d/18u4seDVJLezV-bUjaDTkS1tmVN8PU0wi/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/18u4seDVJLezV-bUjaDTkS1tmVN8PU0wi/view


Important Tools in the Game

The Magnifying Glass:
Makes the picture BIGGER so 
you can see it better

The Eye:
Eliminates the 
option so you can 
focus on the possible 
choices



To Check the Glossary, click on 

the book 



The “shapes” column is the 

word glossary



The “Bubbles” column is the 

sentence glossary

To go back to the 

Quest, click on the top 

left “Bubble” box



Hacker’s view Agent’s view

Mode 1

Hacker sees one card 

which represents the 

correct answer.  This 

image is one of the 

many Agent sees.  

Hacker has to 

describe the image to 

the Agent, so the 

Agent can choose the 

correct answer.

Quest: Vamos a hacer 

un projecto de Arte. 

Elige las formas y el  

color del papel 



Hacker’s view Agent’s view

Mode 2

Hacker sees/hears a set of 

“rules” to help Agent 

narrow down the images to 

the correct answer which 

fits all the rules.

Quest : Elige lo que quieres 

dibujar

An example of a rule : 

Tienes que dibujar una 

casa. No hay una familia. 

Hay una bicicleta.



Hacker’s view Agent’s view

Mode 3

Hacker sees/hears a set 

of rules and also a set of 

card images.  In this 

case, some of the 

information on each card 

is only present on the 

Hacker side and Agent 

sees an incomplete set of 

information per card.

Quest :Elige como ir a la 

escuela con el dinero que 

tienes. El Agente no 

puede ver el precio. 

An example of a rule : 

Tienes $5 y tienes que 

tomar la linea 1 o 2 de 

tren



TIPS to play the Quest game

Are you the Agent? Be patient! Hackers get more 
information than you, and they need to listen to it 
before they can help you. They will let you know 
when they are ready to share!

Are you the Hacker? Be careful! Sometimes you will 
need to eliminate some options on your screen before 
you are able to find the correct one that the Agent also 
has. Listen & Look at the Rules carefully!



Game Rules:

✔ Always Accept an Invitation

✔ Always Use the Target Language



Music: www.bensound.com


